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As the language is a system

connecting meaning and sound. the

connection itself must be syste-

mic. Hence. the complete typolo-

gical characteristics of the lan-
guage system should include in-
formation concerning the mode of
correspondence between sound and
meaning.

1.1mmnwr1m

The phonological typology of the
basic language unit - the word -
reflects its constitutive and pe—
radigmatic relations. its fun—
ctional-semantic and grammatical
characteristics and as such cor—
relates with the morphological
typology [1.2]. This makes it
possible in addition to morpholo-
gical and syntactic indices of

the quantitative typology sugges—
ted by J.Greenberg to introduce:
l)indices disclosing constitutive
hierarchical relations of the
units of different levels; 2)in-
dices reflecting the degree of
variability/mcertainty of the
units of different levels (in
their interrelation); 3)indices
characterizing the sound shape of
morphemes and words and not only
their syllabic and suprasegmental
organization (as suggested by
V.Scaliéka). but their phonemic
structure depending on functional
and semantic characteristics as
well. As different word groups
may not have similar typological
tendencies. all indices should be
determined both for the word as a
whole and for separate parts of
speech.

2.(XNSTI'IUTIVE RELATIGB' INDI-
In constitutive relations between
language units the frequency of
factual coincidence of the units
of one level with the units of
another one is of special typolo-
gical significance. 0:: the one
hand. the frequency of one-word
sentences. one-morpheme words.
one-phoneme (one-syllable) mor-
phemes essentially characterizes
the plane of expression of each

of the meaningful units. 0n the
other. the frequency of words se—

parately making up a sentence.
morphemes making up a word, pho—
nemes (syllables) making up a
morpheme indicates the degree of
autonomy of the lower-level units
towards the higher-level ones.'Ihe
higher is the frequency the less
is the degree of autonom. Taking
into consideration the last index
a phoneme nust be regarded as the
universal minimal functional sound
unit. Even in languages with the
high index of gramaticality in
the majority of usages a phoneme
functions as a purely phonologi-
cal entity. In classical aggluti-
native languages the degree of
autonomy of a phoneme increases
and reaches its maxim value in
isolating languages as being most
“lexemic”. The notion of a sylla-
beme seems irrelevant because of
neu-autonom of a syllable in re-
ference to a morpheme even in
syllabic isolating languages.

3.VABIABILITY/UKH1'AINTY INDIŒ
8.1.0: the Level of 'ords
It‘s been noted that typological
differences in the degree of
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extensim of lexical polysew

correlate with differences in the

degree of synthesis and the

length of a word: simple and

short words tend to have more

lexico-se-antic variants

(meanings) than derived and long

words. This tendency is apparent

in the opposition between analy-

tic and synthetic languages and

in synthetic languages in the

opposition between the underlying

members of derivational chains

and high—stage derivatives.

3.2. 01 the Level of Ion-phones

The degree of semantic uncertain-

ty (polysenw) of words and mor-

phemes is inversely proportional

to the degree of ' allomorphic

variability. It is extremely

limited in isolating languages

and more or less developed in

synthetic languages.ln accordance

with the principle of morphologi-

cal structuring of a word and mo-

nosenw or polysemy of inflexional

affixes in agglutinative languages

allomorphic variability occurs

mostly in affixes and is normaly

automatic, predictable.whereas in

inflecting languages it occurs in

roots and is mainly unpredictable.

Meanwhile inflecting languages

reveal clear parallelism between

semantic and allomorphic variabi—

lity between words of different

stages in derivational chain.

According to the data of Russian.

polysenw and polymorphism of a

root/stem in inflexional paradigm

(fusion tendency) is more typical

for the basic (non-derived) words.

The higher the derivational stage.

more limited are polysew and

allomorphic variability. High-

stage derivatives usually possess

one meaning and are characterized

by monomorphism of a root/stem

(agglutinative tendency).
3.3.01 the Level of ms

Due to a greater length in syl-

lables and in phonemes and thus

a greater occurence probability

of phonemes in positions of neu-

tralization. high-stage deriva-

tives differ from non-derived

words by a greater phonematic un-

certainty. It is not accidental

that the Russian scientific text

with the degree of synthesis of a

word eqml to 3.21 morphemes and

the average word length equal to

3.4 syllables contains 45% of weak

phonemes. whereas in the colloqui-

al speech with the degree of syn-

thesis equal to 2.47 morphemes and

the length equal to 2.8 syllables

the frequency of weak phonemes

decreases to 36%. .

Apart from phonologically condi-

tioned uncertainty ommic
identification of sound segments

in the analysis of variability on

the level of phonemes the fre-

quency of phonemes manifesting

themselves as marked (derived)
members of morphonological alter-

nations should also be taken into

account.

'lhis group of indices sides with

indices characterizing the degree

of preferable use of consonants

in a definite position within

morpheme/word and. respectively.

the degree of differentiation

between positions: within the

morpheme. at morpheme juncture

and at word juncture. The

coefficients of rank correlation

of consonants in comparable

positions may serve as the

abovementioned indices. Since the

position of morpheme juncture

(opposite to word juncture)

reveals good positive correlation

with within—the-morpheme position

the degree of positions differen-

tiation in consonantal structure

of a simple word and in the root

enables one to consider the type

of the affixation used and its

functional load. Positional dif-

ferences are weakened in the fol-

lowing order: root-isolating lan-

guages. prefixing languages. suf-

fixing languages. languages with

developed bilateral affixation.

4. IEANIMIFUL UNI'IS SXJND SHAPE

INDICES

The sound shape of morphemes and

words is indispensable to

meaning.Fundamental typologicelly

significant semantic difference

is the difference between lexical

and grammatical meanings .
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Contrasting of lexical and gram-

matical is reflected in constitu-

tive and distinctive functions of

sound units und in the degree of

phonematic uncertainty. For

example.in the Russian speech the

coincidence of a mnorph with a

syllable is more frequent in

prefixes and roots as more lexi-

cal units. the coincidence of a

morph with a phoneme -in suffixes

and inflexions as more grammati—

cal ones. The phoneme is quite

autonomous in respect to the

autosemantic morpheme. With les-

sening of lexicality and increase

of gramlnaticality of morphemes.

phonemes become less autonomous
and may not possess this quality.
if the given type of a morpheme
always or mostly expressed by one
phoneme as. for instance. is the
case with inflexions in Marathi
and Arabic.

Phonemes constitute a morpheme
not as an autonomous element but
as an integral purt of the word.
In line with the degree of auto-
sementicity of u word the phoneme
in the Russian language obtains
maximum autonomy in reference to
u substantive root. less autonomy
in reference to a verbal root and
still less autonomy in respect to
a prornmm root. The distinctive
properties of phonemes within a
morpheme go in line with the main
rules of segmental word structure.
Since the middle part of the word
as distinct from marginal posi—
tions is usually irrelevant to
distributive restrictions. the
distinctive possibilities of pho-
nemes in middle-of-the-word mor-
phemes prove to be more effective.
For example.in the Russian speech
the frequency of weak phonemes in
roots and suffixes amounts to
33-34% and in prefixes und
flexicms — to 62 und 59%. The
part-of-speech function of a word
is also significant for distinc—
tive function of phonemes. In
notional parts of speech perform—
ing nominative function the fre-
quency of weak phonemes is higher
than in pronouns performing
substitutive and demonstrative

functions.
Horphonological differences
between parts of speech are also
essential for sense discrimina-
tion. For example. in the Indone-
sian language the voiceless
consonants/nasals interchange
frequency in the root-initial
position amounts to 814351 in
predicatives. and to 51-53% in
nouns. The opposition between
lexical and grammatical greatly
influences the indices which
characterize the sound shape of
meaningful units.
4.1.Ihonmes‘ Inventory
In autosemantic morphemes making
up an open list all phonemes and
their combinatory possibilities
are realized on a larger scale.
In syntactic morphemes making up
a closed list the inventory of
phonemes is restricted: the more
so. the less the number of the
given morphemes and more gramma-
tical their meanings. For
example. in Russian and English
in derivetional suffixes the
number of generally used phonemes
amounts to more than Box. in
flexions it lessens to 33x in
Russian and to 18% in Englishflhe
degree of restriction as to the
phonemic inventory of morphemes
is differerent in different parts
of speech. In particular. the
number of phonemes constituting
Russian derivational suffixes
lessens in the consequence: nouns
(78.5%) „a - adjectives - adverbs -
verbs (31%).
4.2.Hxxnaes' iity
More or less strong tendency to
attach phonemes to certain
meanings first and foremost
manifests itself in preferable
usage of vowels to express
grammatical meanings. und conso-
nants to express lexical
meanings. The degree of lexicali-
zetion of consonants and the
degree of grammaticalization of
vowels as well as the degree of
lexicality/grammaticality of nor-
phemes themselves may be indi-
rectly observed in the emmenan-
tal coefficient. which reflects
the proportion of consonants and
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vowels in accordance with their

frequency of occurence within

different types of morphemes. In

the Russian speech inflexions

possess the minimum (0.43) and

roots — the maximum (2.13) value

of the given coeff icient.The more

lexical is the root the higher is

the coefficient. Consequently. it

is higher in noun roots than in

verb roots. In derivational

morphemes. combining lexical and

grammatical meanings. the propor—

tion of consonants and vowels is

more equal (consonantal coeffici-

ent in suffixes equals to 1.44.

in prefixes to 1.17).

4.3.1'he Ieaningful Units‘ Length

in Phonemes und fillables

It is already known that concrete

meanings are expressed by longer

than the abstract one elements.

The syllabic or non-syllabic form

of meaningful lower—level units is

determined by their free or bound

position within higher-level

units and finally by degree of

autosemant ici ty . In tendency

grammatical morphemes and words

are shorter than lexical ones.

For example. in isolating Yoruba

and in inflecting Russian the

syntactic root is shorter than

the autosemnantic root(respective-

ly 1.00 und 1.35 syllables in Yo-

ruba. 0.9 and 1.28 - in Russian).

the pronoun root is shorter than

the notional one(1.12 and 1.42 in

Yoruba. 0.7 and 1.4 in Russian).

the verbal root is shorter than

the noun root (1.13 and 1.57 in

Yoruba. 1.1 and 1.5 in Russian).

4.4.lorph Junctures and Syllable

Boundaries Interrelation

Strong coincidence of syllable

und morpheme boundaries in

syllabic (isolating) languages is

determined ' by lexicality of

morphemes and their possibility

to manifest a word. In non-sylla-

bic languages different types of

morpheme junctures in many ways

correspond to syllable boundaries

as the mode of combination and

Variability of morphemes depend

on their meaning. position within
a wordI and on whether they are

added to the stem or to the word

as a whole. For example. in

Russian in accordance with the

agglutinative character of

prefixes and fusional character

of flexions the coincidence of

morpheme and syllable division is

more probable at the prefix-root

juncture and very rare at

root/suffix-flexion juncture .

4.5.Iorphames‘ Supraseg-mtal

Characteristics

'Ihe frequency of mnorphemes (auto-

semantic morphemes in particular)
marked by suprasegnental means

seems also to reflect the degree

of lexicality/grammaticality of

the language. It is not by chance

that such prominence can be

observed more often in tone

isolating languages which are

most “lexemic”.

5. WIN

The language system integrity and

unity can be clearly seen in good

or average sufficient correlation

of monophonemic morphs' frequency

and the frequency of morpheme

junctures within a syllable with

indices of lexicality/grannatica-

lity ( +0.918 und +0.775 ).

agglutination/fusion (+0.898 and

+0.837) and synthesis (+0.716 und

+0.536) in 11 languages of diffe-

rent types. The lower is the

lexicality index and thus the

higher the index of grammnaticali-

ty. the higher are the indices of

synthesis and fusion. hence more

oftener occur in the text mono-

phonemic morphs and respectively

more frequent are morph junctures

within the syllable.
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